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Charlotte Walker is just an intern trying to get through her surgical rotation in one piece when her life

takes an abrupt turn for the weird. A seven-foot tall patient with multicolored eyes and golden skin

shows up in the ER asking for her. When he tells Charlotte she's supposed to be the Empress of the

entire galaxy, she naturally thinks he's high or crazy or both.He's not.Kristoff Verrai is the Captain of

the Imperial Guard of the Goddess-Empress of the galaxy. For ten cycles he served his old mistress

faithfully. Now that she is dead, his only job is to find and protect her new Incarnation until she can

ascend the throne.He doesn't expect to fall in love with her.But a relationship between them can

never be--the Empress must have a Consort with Royal blood and Kristoff is just a commoner. Can

they fight the love growing between them? Or will it overwhelm them?If only Charlotte wasn't

Descended from the most powerful female in the universe, they might have a chance...
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Rating: FIVE SINFULLY SEXY ENTERTAINING STARS*****Oh my! Oh my! Oh my! As much as I



would like to just scream to the entire world, "Read this...Best Book EVER," then dramatically bring

the back of my hand to my forehead and gracefully swoon into a giant quivering puddle, it would be

totally remiss of me as a reviewer to not explain why I feel so strongly about this book... which

brings me to my current dilemma. It's often quite difficult to find the right words to describe your

experience reading a book by Evangeline Anderson, so please forgive me for blathering like an

incoherent idiot. I'm totally smitten with action/adventure tales, adore science fiction and love, love,

love sexy romance especially when it leans toward the erotic, but when I can find them all in one

great book, I'm in heaven! And Evangeline Anderson has delivered the perfect combination of all

three in her seductive new Alien Mate Index Series. But in all honesty, I think I've died and gone to

alien heaven.... populated, of course, with the alien races of the galaxy along with the twelve

peoples seeded by the Ancient Ones from the incredibly imaginative mind of Evangeline Anderson.

And folks, it just doesn't get any better than this in the science fiction romance genre! It has

everything you could want in a great story including lots of swoon-worthy aliens, heart-pounding

danger, gut-wrenching drama, agonizing angst, treacherous cunning villains, laugh out loud humor,

sweet seductive romance, sizzling hot passion and sinfully delicious sex.

Believe it or not, this is a good review. And before you get too far into the things I don't like about

this book/series/author, I want to state for the record that I liked this book in particular, as well as

this series, and in fact most things written by Ms. Anderson. "Descended" is definitely a step in the

right direction, as far as starting to correct the issues that I have with the earlier books in this series

and others by this author. It is not as similar to the Kindred Brides series, which is one of my

complaints about the Alien Mate Index as a whole. I think my favorite thing about this author is the

way she puts different sexual practices and philosophies into her books and makes even the ones

that are extremely far from what society accepts as normal, understandable. After I read read these

books I feel like I come out of the other side of the narrative with a better understanding of why

some people indulge in that particular kind of intimacy, even if it is not something that appeals to me

personally. I think that kind of understanding is a rare thing, and much needed in this world. We

don't all have to 'agree', but it is always a good thing to 'understand'. So, now we come to the

negatives, as I see them, of this author/book/series. This whole series gets an 'I liked it, but...'. My

problem with it overall is that it's too close to the Kindred Bride series. It seems redundant to have

another whole series that is basically the same as the one you already have. My second problem is

one that I also have with the Kindred Bride Series, and that is that the dialogue of every book, most

notably during the intimate scenes are so similar, many of them could be swapped to another book,



and as long as you changed the names, no one would notice.
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